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COMPACT TOROIDAL PLASMAS, SIMULATION and THEORY

Realistic FRC equilibria are calculated and their stability
to the n=l tilting mode is etudied. Excluding kinetic effects,
configurations ranging frGm elliptical to racetrack are
unstable. Parttcle simulations of FRCS show that particle loss
on open ilelcl lines can cause sufficient plasma rotation to
drive the n=2 rotational instability. The allowed frequencies
of the shear A~fven wave are calculated for use in heating of
spheromaks. An expanded apheromak Is introduced and its
atabi,lity properties are studied. Transport calculations of
CTS are described. A power balance model shows that many
features of gun generated CT plasmas can be explained by the
dominance of Cmpurity radiation. It is shown how the Taylor
relaxation theory, applied to gun generated CT plasmas, leads
to the poeaibility of steady state current drive. Lastly,
applications of accelerated CTS are considered.

Realistic Field Reversed Configuration (FRC) ●quilibria
have been calculated that eatlefy conducting wall boundary
co(lditions inside a cylinder[lj. Solutions exist for a varie y
0: pressure profiles. JThe choice P($) - a + tanh(b+c@d )
allowa for ●all plasma pressure on the open field lines and
can lead to elongated FRCS with flux surfaces ranging from
nearly elliptical to highly racetrack. The racetrack cases
correap.md to sharply peaked current profiles naar the
●eparatrix.

In linear stability ●tudfee the perturbation are Fourier
expanded in the toroidal variable 6 as f=f(r,z)exp(ind). The
tilting instability, n=l, is studied by two approache~: an
ideal MHD trial function approach[2], and a reeiative MNl)
initial value code, RIPPLE VI[3]. The calculation show that
equilibria with ●hapcs ranging from elliptical to highly
racetrack are all unstable to the n-l tilt mode[2]; the modes
with n>2 a?e ●ven more unstable. For all elongated equilibria
the dieplacamenta of the tilting mode are priurily axial and
are confined to the closed field line region. For elliptical
equilibria, each flux surface ohifte ●pproximately rigidly;
wheleas for racetrack equilibria the instability 1s localized
to the large curvature tl~~s of the flux eurfaces. For typical
k’RX-B parameter the growth time is ●bout IM, while the
experiment last for 20-501Ja. Furthermore, it ●ppearu that
this instability does not eaturate at a low level. Nonlinear
3-D MHh sim’Jlations[4] show that for the caee of elliptical
flux surfaceu the mode grows to an amplitude that would be
obeervahle in the experimen~~. Thue , the ob~erved 6tability
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againat tilting must be due to effects beyond the ideal MHD
model.

For FRCS, both theory[5] and simulations[6] show that the
ideal MHD growth times for large n modes are of the same order
as the Alfvek; transit times around the closed field lines.
Tang and Catto[7] have generalized ballooning theory to include
finite Larmor radiua (FLR) effects associated with the
diamagnetic and VB drifts of these modes. When the diamagnetic
drift is included in a calculation for a Hill’s vortex vith
parameters modeling the FRX-B plasma, it ie ●stimated that the
large n modes stabilize when Pi - rae /10,

?
a relationship

consistent with the experiment. Implemen ation of the VB drift
is difficult, although it is alway~ stabilizing to the large n
modes.

Recent particle in cell simulations[8] show that kinetic
effects play an important role in the reconnection processes
that occur during the implosion phase of FRC experiments.
Streaming IOCS driven by the magnetic piston are reflected by
the bias magnetic field. The reflecting Ions drive a
gravitational-like mode which forcee reconnection at tile
magnetic null. The self generation of toroidal magnetic field,
due to the Hall ●ffect, greatly increases the reconnection
rate. After the reconnection phaae the toroidal magnetic field
(with no net toroidal flux) unnihilatee and the configuration
settles into an FRC equilibrium.

A collisionless, nonrelative kinetic model has been
developed to make a detuiled study of the reconnection
proceat3es diacuaaed in the preceding paragraph. In the
simplest case, ● Flaxwellian plasma approaches an X-point with
~= Bo(xj+yi) and l?” EOZ. It ts proven analytically that
plasma moving away from tlie X-point 10 no longer Maxwellian and
has gained energy from the electric field. This nonadiabatic
proceae ig verified by numerlsal computations.

Rotational Inatabilit!ee are @tudied with n 2-D (r-e)
massleas electron hybrid code[9]. For rigid rotor profiles,
the n-2 rotational mode can have substantial growtt. rates for
cmal)er values of rotation than the instability threohold
obtatned from FLR fluid theory[lO]. Initially non-rotating FRC
equilibria satisfying the awrage B ~nndit~an ara ~auaad trJ

rotate by the particle loam cm open field Iines[ll]. POr
valuea of S - R/pi >10 (R-Lad~u@ of o-point, Pi=ion Lamsor
radiue in the external field), the rotation starts near the
eeparatrix, creacing a strong velocity sheAr. The localization
of rotation reaulto in conaider~bly less apinup .or large S
?alues than in obtained with rigid rotor profiles. The
velocity shear is maintained until the app~arance of n large n
number (n > 20) instability. The time for the bulk uf the
plamsa to rotatu can be lncreaeed by Increaelng S, increaatng

‘e = r~e /r al s
g i

or by decreaaia8 transport looses. The n=2
rotation 1 ‘fns ability 10 not obmerved until the bulk of the
plasma is rotatln8. The increaee in the length of time prior
to onset of the n-2 Instability, for increased values of M. and
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S, is a possible explanation for the non-observance of
otational modes in the Kurchatov experiment[12] as well as

b~fng a favorable result for reactor parameters having S > 100.
The lower hybrid drfft instability is believed to be active

near the separatrlx of an FRC. h a first step in studying
anomolous transport Ln FRCS, this instability has been
simulated in the low drift velocity regime with a finite
electron mass hybrid code[13]. The iuitiel growth of the
instability obtained from the simulation agrees well with the
results of the linear theory.

For the spheromak, the RIPPLE VI code[3] studies a family
of force-free equilibria in which the to:o!.dal field functions
are linear in $ and vanish on a contour inside the separatrix.
The configurations differ in the shapes of their pololdal
cross-sections (prolate to oblate) and the airs is to determine
how these affect the growth rates. The perturbations satisfy
conducting wall boundary condir,ions on a cylinder enciosing the
plasma. For the wall positions used, all the equilibria are
unstable to the n-1 mode. However, oblateness reduces the
growth rate by 40% of the prolate case.

Also studied Is the ideal MHD #tabilitv of an expanded
apheromak, a configuration containing plamaa on both the open
and closed field lines. The motivation is tc study the effect
of a rever8ed toro~dal field outside the separatrix. The
configuration resembles a reversed field pinch (RFP) of unity
aspect ratio and may combine the stability features of the RFP
with the attractiveness of the apheromsk. In addition li~:e
tying[14] might improve the stability of the n=l mode.

For the simulatior,s, force-free models are used ~=d, where
v la almoat conntant throughout the plasma but vanishes
eaoothly at the separatrix, and at the plasma edge. The
equilibria , obtained from the Grad-Shafranov equation, are
tested for stabilitv with a modification of an exi~ting
code[ 15] that minimizes W. The new code recovers the
npheromak results for vacuous outer regJ on8 and confirms
published vork[14]: for an optimized oblate 6hape, the distance
between the wall ●nd the aeparatrix needed to stabilize t!~e
tilting mode is about twice as large with line-tying than
without it. In addition, line tying reduces she growth race.
Unfortunately, field reversal is destabilizing; the wall
pomit.ion necessary to at~bilize tilting is closer to the
current channel under ita presence. Finite preesure gradicntu
do not significantly alter the etmbility limlte, except for the
oneet of an n-1 internal mode above a threshold amount of

preaaure.
A theoretical #tudy hao begun on heating the Loo Alamo8

compact toruu (CT) through excitation of ‘he shear Alfven wave.
Aoauming low ~, the ●llowed frequencies of the Alfven wave can
be found as miuenvaluen of a .econd-order ordinary differential
operat’]r along th@ equilibrium magnetic field linen[ 16]. U@irrg
profiles characteristic of the CT, the eigenvalue problem in
●olved numerically ●nd modv coupling in observed. The WllV@
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amplitude is logarithmically singular at the resonant surface
making wave absorption and plasma heating possible[17].

The resistive force-free evolution of a spheromak away from
an initial state is calculated using a 1-1/2 dimensional
transport code with classical resistivity (Te = 7eV)[18]. In
experiments the ratio of poloidal to toroidal magnetic field
incceasea monotonically from the constant Taylor value until
(presumably) an instability returns the plasma to the Taylor
state. The transport code results match the experimental data
well until the configuration becomes unstable.

The evolution of a CT on the slow time scale is simulated
by the transport code FRT[19]. Calculation of the 2-D
equilibrium alternates with the l-D, trimultaneoue temporal
advancement of the four transport quantities: the particle
density, the ion and electron entropy, and the toroidai
magnetic flux. The physical processes simulated are:
Braginskii transport coefficients, Joule heating, collisional
transfer of energy between ions and electrons, radiation
cooling of electrons by inpurities, and anomolous electron
thermal conductivity,

The code has simulated the decay of the CTS produced in the
Beta 11 experiment at LLNL, assuming that the plasma has been
injected into the flux consesver. Oxygen impurities of -1% are
included In the calculations. The initi 1 ion density, and ion
and electron temperature are 1015cm -5 and 5eV respectively.
During an initial transient the electron temperature cdjusts
itself (increasing to approximately 6eV) to maintain a balance
between Joule heating and radiation cooling due to the
lmpuritte8. The electron and ion temperatures are
approximately equal. The major power flo,~ AB from the magnetic
field energy via Joule heating to the elec~:ons, which lose the
energy by impurity radiation. The resulting decay of the
magnetic flux is approximately linear in time.

A simple power balance model shows that striking features
of prenen~ coaxial gun generated CT plasmas
~.lnear

(finite lifetime,
current decay, Inaenaitlvity to dennity or magnetic

energy) are explalned by the dominance of impurity
radiativti[20] Analytic estimates are u6ed for magnetic energy
●nd ohmic heating power, and impurity radintion power is fitted

k (ne, nl = electron,with a power lllw[ll], ‘rad - nenlVT
impurity density; T = electron temperature; V = plaema volume;
k determined by fitting coronal equilibrium radiation). The
magnetic field at the geometric center is shown to obey
B(t) = B(0)(l-t/tF)lf2a, where a _ 3/(3+2k). For oxygen
a - ().44. Th; extinction time scales

t~ - (wB)%- i
2 ‘a;;!y~~y’ NeaV!~relln@a!B zu~~l~~al de~a~ner~~~R - beparatrlx

insensitivity LCJWB, n , and nk,are thus,explained. Burnout of
oxygen cccura if nenI ? 2.6M1O ~(fl(0)/R)2; typically leas than
1% oxygen ie needed. Similar results hold for carbon
lmpurttiea.
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Also examined is transport for a high-beta caae, an
axisymmetric FRC with no toroidal field. In agreement with
earlier theory[22], radial simulations of a neutral-beam driven
system, using a particle description for the ions and fluid
equations for the electrons, demonstrate the necessity of an
Ohkawa current in order to achieve field reversal. The
emulations extend previous wotk by including a self-consistent
radial electric field which drivee significant azimuthal
back” currents in the electron fluid.

The reasonable agreement between the Taylor Relaxation
theory[23] and the experimental data[24] on CT formation by
magnetized coaxial plasma guns, raises the possibility that the
relaxation mechanism can be used to drive the plasma in a
steady state. Supposing that the plasma inside the composite
boundary of the gun electrodes plus conducting wall used to
contain the CT relaxes to a minimum energy state that conserves
helicity, then the total plasma magnetic energy (WB) and
helicity (K) are related by WB = .5kK/uowhere k is a global
conetant determined by solvlng the eigenvalue equation
vx~ - k$. If a time t 16 greater than the ini~ial formation
and relaxation phase, and a finite voltage V(t) 1s maintained
across the gun terminals, then the helicity inputed to the
plasma is

K . 2+0 ! V(t’) dt’ ,

while UB - k$oV/uo - P ,
x

where +0 is the magnetic flux in8ide
the inner electyode of t e plasma Uun and P is the ohmic loss
of magnetic field energy. If a constant vo!tage V = v#n/(kWo)
is maintained acrosa the gun electrrtde~, then an avera2e
current “i - k$o/Uo would be drawn from the power supply and
t$B - 0. If V > ~opJ(k+o), the plaama magnetic fields could
build up on a quasistatic time seal@ th?t is t+lower than Alfven
transit times but fnst?r than ohmic decay times. In practice
one expects t~at a constant voltage applied acro~s the gun
terminals would drive the plasma near the gan away from the
Taylor minimum energy state. Relaxation would induce a
negat!ve voltage spike across the elect.rodee, bring the
composite plauma back to the minimum energy state, and
distribute the helicity globally, If the constant voltage
elect~odea are arranged to draw current down the axin of the
experiment, then this scheme 1s a one bump verulon of the
eteady state “Buntpy z-pinch” described by Jensen and Cnu[25].

A CT estl form the baeia of a magnetically driven,
collective accelera or.

&
Viewed an a magnetized micropellet,

CTe may have --10 ti%es the magnetic moment of a magnetized
solid pellet kh~le, from the point of Vl@W of a collective

108 tlmett the iontiaccelerator, the CT may contain some
possible with electrostatic force~. Several accelerator
configurations are considered within constraint of ma!ntalnlng
macroscopic stability ●gainst the accelerating field 6ilippinR
by, ●nd agtiinat, acceleration-driven interchange modem. 01){S
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configuration accelerates the CT between coaxial electrodes by
a Be field. If the accelerating force on the CT is normalized
to the ring force on the electrodes, Face - KU- /a,
rn~nor radius. We find K < 1 for stability against ge ,tsl:p-by

and K<$ for stability against interchange. Typical
%X CTEI with low mass ions can be accelerated to 10MJgun-produce

kinetic energy in 100m, limit
delivered to the rinp

~lof~W)bY the power which can be
. For CTS with high ion mass,

accelerator lengths arf” reduced to 10m. If conical electrodes
are used, simultaneous focusing and acceleration can take
place.

AS applications, rings of low kinetic energy can be
accelerated across the confining magnetic field of a fusion
reactor to provide fuel, energy or a eteady state
current-drive. Growth of the tilting instability, however,
should lead to eventual reconnection of the ring and reactor
fields. l’his causes deposition of the “cargo” of fuel, the
energetic particles, or the magnetic helicity. Global
conservation of the helicity leads to an increase In the
circulating current following ring injection and hence to the
possibility of a current drive. Estimates of the efficiency of
this process suggect that a thermonuclear Q of -100 is
possible. At high kinetic energies (-lW) and with fo~using,
it appears possible tc concentrate very high power densities,
short pulses of icn bombardier.t for purpo~es of driving an
inertial fusion pell~t, At high kinetic energies and low mass,
rings containing a mall fraction of massive nuclei could
attain from l-10MeV/nucleon, useful for the synthesis of
transuranic elements.
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